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A Region Based Method
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Multi-Piece Molds with
Application to Rapid Tooling
Particularly for rapid tooling applications, delivering prototype parts with turn-aroun
times of less than two weeks requires fast, proven mold design methods. We pre
region-based approach to automated mold design that is suitable for simple two-
molds (consisting of core and cavity), as well as molds with many additional mo
sections. In our region-based approach, part faces are partitioned into regions, ea
which can be formed by a single mold piece. The basic elements of our approac
concave regions (generalized pockets) and convex faces since these elements are
to the identification of regions. This paper focuses on the initial steps of automated
design, including a problem formulation, methods for identifying the basic elements
part faces, and combining them into regions. By seeking to minimize the number of
pieces, different partitions of faces into regions are explored until the smallest numb
regions is found. During this process, a linear programming problem is adopted
finding a satisfactory parting direction of a region. Algorithms are presented for
region generating and combining process. Our approach is illustrated with severa
amples of industrial injection molded parts.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1505030#
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1 Introduction

Many consumer products involve the design and fabrication
injection molded thermoplastic parts. Due to the interrelationsh
between part design, mold design, and fabrication process p
ning, the design of injection molded parts is a complex proc
with several iterations of prototype parts. As a result, the lead-t
for prototypes can be a considerable portion of the whole de
process time.

Rapid tooling, which uses a rapid prototyping technique to f
ricate tools or patterns, can reduce tooling cost and time espec
when only small volumes of a part are needed@1#. Figure 1 shows
the main steps of a typical rapid tooling process, direct A
~ACES Injection Molding!, which makes use of the stereolithog
raphy ~SLA! process. Molds can be classified into two-pie
molds and multi-piece molds. Two-piece molds are the most c
monly used molds because they are relatively easy to design
manufacture. Multipiece molds contain more than two mo
pieces, which are required for many complex part shapes. In
type of multi-piece mold, each piece is hand-loaded into a m
base mounted on the injection molding machine platens. Du
material injection and part cooling processes, the molds
clamped into the holding device. Finally each piece can be ha
removed, if necessary, from the mold base to release the part
above process is used only for producing small volumes of pa
One commercial example of multi-piece molds is from Spa
Puzzle Moulding@ of Protoform GmbH ~http://
www.protoform.de!. Combining multi-piece molding and Rapi
Tooling techniques, it is possible to build injection molding too
for complex parts in a very short period of time. However, sin
multi-piece molds have more than one pair of opposite par
directions, it is more difficult and time-consuming to generate
good mold design. Particularly for rapid tooling applications, d
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livering prototype parts with turn-around times of less than t
weeks requires fast, proven mold design methods.

Given the geometry of a part, depending on the selection
mold design variables~e.g., parting direction and lines!, a differ-
ent number of mold pieces may be required to form the part. I
desired to minimize the number of required mold pieces beca
fewer mold pieces reduces the tooling cost and simplifies the
eration of the mold. Therefore in this paper we will consider t
mold design problem for multi-piece mold design as:
Problem MD: Mold Design. Given a solid part and a mold base
design the minimum number of mold pieces that can form
cavity of the part in the material injection process, and can
disassembled properly in the part ejection process.

Mainly from the geometric perspective, a systematic meth
Multi-Piece Mold Design Method~MPMDM!, is developed to
automate several important mold design steps, including selec
of parting directions, parting lines, and parting surfaces, and c
struction of mold pieces. In this paper, we present the approa
of MPMDM in designing mold configurations for a given par
The construction of mold pieces based on the mold configurat
generated in this paper is presented in@2#.

2 Review of Related Work
The automation of mold design for injection molding has be

studied in many publications. The current state of research on
automation of mold design mainly focuses on two-piece mo
because they are more commonly used and relatively easie
design and manufacture than multi-piece molds. For the desig
two-piece molds, works cover the determination of parting dir
tion, parting line, parting surface, and undercut detecting indivi
ally ~definitions of these terms can be found in mold design ha
books @3#!. A systematic approach to consider all the abo
important considerations in a computer-aided mold design sys
is not found. In this section we will review related works o
automatic mold configuration design in determining parting dir
tion and parting lines.

2.1 Parting Direction. As an important step in the auto
2 by ASME Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 1 Direct AIM tooling process
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matic mold design process, the selection of parting direction
received much attention. In this section we review the propo
approaches from their basic elements and the synthesis meth

2.1.1 Basic Element.There are three kinds of basic elemen
that are used in the determination of parting directions: pock
features and faces.

1 Pocket: Chen et al.@4# first formulated the determination o
parting directions as a visibility problem. Based on the visibil
of faces, the notion of a pocket is presented for detecting glo
interference. For an objectV, pockets of the object are the regu
larized difference between its convex hull CH~V! and V. Wein-
stein & Manoochehri@5# and Vijay et al.@6# presented approache
based on the same basic elements for the selection of pa
directions.

2 Feature: Research results in feature modeling methods
feature recognition have been used in automatic mold desig
several publications. Gu et al.@7# used a universal hint-based fe
ture recognition algorithm to recognize all features of a mold
part, such as holes, steps, pockets, protrusions, etc. Fu et a@8#
classified undercut features as Inside vs. Outside and Interna
External. Based on their feature characteristics and geometric
tities ~three-edge, four-edge and more than four-edge!, algorithms
to recognize these undercut types are presented. More rece
Yin et al. @9# and Ye et al.@10# presented a volume-based meth
and a hybrid method to recognize undercut features, respecti
Dhaliwal et al.@11# presented a novel approach for creating mu
piece sacrificial molds from feature-based part representati
such that each mold piece must be machinable using a 3-
machine.

3 Face:Face is a basic element of a CAD model. It is also us
in automatic mold design. Hui and Tan@12# heuristically gener-
ated candidate parting directions from normal vectors of pla
faces and from center-lines of holes and bosses to evaluate
geometry of an undercut. Later, Hui@13# developed a partitioning
scheme to subdivide the cavity solid of a component along a g
direction. In the search for main and side core directions,
search space is the set of all normals to individual faces of
object and the opening of cavity solid. Urabe and Wright@14#
selected three principal coordinate directions as candidate pa
directions for calculating mold factors to determine a parting
rection. Part faces are used in the calculation of mold factors. A
based on part faces, Lu and Lee@15# presented a three
dimensional ray-detection method to analyze the interference
ments and release directions in die cast or injection molded c
ponents.

2.1.2 Synthesis Approaches of Basic Elements.All the meth-
ods used a similar synthesis process to evaluate a parting d
tion. That is,

~1! For each candidate directiondk , V(dk)5(
i

weight–factori

3mold–factori ;
~2! Find parting directiond:V(d)5Min@V(dk)#.

In Step~1!, mold factors are some criteria used to determine
ournal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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parting directions, which may include number of undercuts, p
jected area, draft angles, etc. Weight factors distinguish the im
tance of one mold factor relative to another. The assignmen
these weight factors is based on how the corresponding mold
tor affects the cost, quality, and productivity of the mold.

The methods to evaluate mold factors for different basic e
ments are summarized as follows.
~i! Evaluate mold factor for pocketsÕfeatures.

In @4#, candidate directions were the directions computed fr
the Visibility Maps of pockets. Only one mold factor, number
undercuts, was considered. Hence, the mold factor for each
didate direction is actually the number ofV-maps that do not
contain the candidate direction. In@5,9,15#, a similar approach
was used in evaluating parting directions. Besides number of
dercuts, Gu et al.@7# also considered the projected area and thi
ness of the molded part, which were evaluated based on
bounding box of a part.

Since face connectivity and faces not belonging to pockets
features are not considered in these approaches, the combina
of pockets/features can be explored rather quickly, usually w
the aid of a visibility map. However, problems may arise in co
structing mold pieces for non-connected faces as shown in Sec
3. Also, limitations may occur in considering more mold desi
knowledge by adding extra mold factors.
~ii ! Evaluate mold factor for all faces.

In this approach, mold factors are evaluated for all faces,
abling more mold factors to be considered. Urabe and Wright@14#
considered boxed area, projected area, number of non-hid
faces, number of undercuts and cone surfaces. Hui and Tan@12#
considered number of undercuts and projected area. A more c
prehensive decision model was presented in@16# for the selection
of parting surfaces for casting parts that included: projected a
flatness, draw distance, draft, number of undercuts, volume
flash, and dimensional stability. Related approaches and exp
sions for most of these criteria were also presented.

However, because it is quite time-consuming to test the m
factors for all faces, only a small number of candidate part
directions or parting surfaces are considered in these approa

2.2 Parting Lines. There are fewer published works on th
automatic determination of parting lines. Tan, et al.@17# proposed
a parting line generation method for a triangular sub-division
the product model’s surfaces. In the method, a draw directio
selected first. Then, the algorithm triangulates and classifies
surfaces into visible faces and invisible faces. Ravi and Sriniva
@16# proposed a sectioning and silhouette method for parting
generation that is capable of dealing with nonplanar parting s
faces. Wong and coauthors@18# used a slicing strategy to locat
the parting lines of a product model along a draw direction.
recursive uneven slicing method was developed to locate sev
parting surfaces for further evaluation. The approach is prima
proposed to deal with free-form surfaces in product design. Ma
and coauthors@19# discussed the problem of computing a
undercut-free parting line that is as flat as possible in mold des
JUNE 2002, Vol. 2 Õ 87
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Fig. 2 Examples for the problem formulation
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for a convex polyhedron. Two flatness criteria for parting lin
were given and algorithms were presented to compute a pa
line based on the criteria.

The above approaches all used part faces as the basic elem
In these approaches, either the parting direction was already
@16,17,18#, or the parting direction will not cause any undercu
because of convex polyhedron@19#. Consequently, it may be dif
ficult to combine the approaches to determine parting directi
and parting lines into one mold design system, because diffe
approaches used different criteria and basic elements. In con
Dhaliwal et al.@11# used part feature bounds to generate candid
parting planes. Because their concern was accessibility to m
surfaces during machining, and they used sacrificial molds tha
not need to be opened and reused, their methods are not as
cable to the present work as others.

3 Problem Formulation of Mold Design Method
An accurate problem formulation is significant because it w

affect the research approach and the problem solving process
used. Since Problem MD given in Section 1 is not computabl
more accurate problem formulation is needed for the mold de
process. Obviouslydemoldability is one important consideratio
in Problem MD, which is also considered in most existing pro
lem formulations. However, another important consideration,face
connectivity, is often omitted in the formulations. For exampl
Chen, et al.@4# presented a representative approach for determ
ing the parting direction of a part. Based on pockets and the
ibility Map of surfaces, they transformed Problem MD to a ne
problem formulation as:
Problem SPCA (spherical polygon covering by antipodes): Given
a set of spherically convex polygonsV1 ,V2 , . . . ,Vm , find a pair
of antipodal pointsp and 2p that minimize the number ofVi
containing eitherp or 2p.
This problem formulation is widely referenced and also adop
in several other approaches@5,6,9#. However, because face con
nectivity is not considered in the formulation, several proble
exist. First, it is assumed in the formulation that if several pock
share the samePD, they can be formed by a single mold piec
without considering their actual positions. However, it is not
ways true. For example, in Fig. 2~a! PD satisfies the V-maps ofP1
and P3 . However, sinceP2 , which lies betweenP1 and P3 ,
cannot utilize the samePD, it is difficult to construct a single
mold piece forP1 and P3 although their V-maps intersect. Se
ond, the criterion of minimum non-covered pocket number is
always the same as the criterion of minimum mold piece num
For example, for a part as shown in Fig. 2~b! by using the crite-
rion of minimum pocket number,PD1 will be chosen as the part
ing direction. Therefore two additional cores are needed to fo
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pocketsP1 andP5 . However, ifPD2 is chosen, only one core is
needed to formP2 , P3 andP4 . Hence, the best solution to mini
mize the mold pieces (PD2) is different from the solution to mini-
mize non-covered pockets (PD1).

In light of the problems of the existing formulations, our pro
lem formulation for Problem MD is presented as follows.
Problem MCD: Mold Configuration Design. Given a solid
polyhedral part in the Boundary Representation@20#, it can be
transformed as a graphG(N,A,L,E) whereN is the set of nodes,
A is the set of arcs,L is the set of attributes~labels! for nodes, and
E is the set of attributes for arcs, such that:

~a! for each faceNi of the part, there exists only one node inN;
~b! for each common edge between facesNi , Nj of the part,

there exists a unique arcai j in A connecting them;
~c! for each faceNi , an attributel i ~an integer number! is

assigned to represent the region number;
~d! for each arcai j , an attributeek is assigned to represent th

edge property. That is, ifl iÞ l j , ek51, and the related edge
is defined as aboundary edge; otherwiseek50, and the
related edge is defined as aninternal edge.

Among all the combinations ofG(N,A,L,E), find a configuration
G(N,A,Li ,Ej ) ( i 51, . . . ,K) such that:

1. for each face pairNm and Nn , if l m5 l n5 l , a path can be
found to link them with all nodes having the samel. In other
words, all faces withl are connected~face connectivity!;

2. A directionPD exists for all faces with same valuel i so that
the related mold pieceMi can be disassembled~demoldabil-
ity!;

3. The total number of differentl values~K! is minimized.

From the Problem MCD, we can see mold configuration desig
actually a process of exploring and evaluating different face co
binations to find a graphG. For further discussion, we first give
definition as:
Definition 1. A mold piece region Ri is the set of faces that hav
the same attributel i in the graphG(N,A,Li ,Ej ).

In order to generate mold pieces for a given partP, we divide
the mold design process into three phases~Fig. 3!. First from the
boundary faces ofP, we generate basic elements that serve
starting points for exploring different face combinations~Fig.
3~b!!. Second we combine these basic elements into several m
piece regions, and find parting direction~PD! and parting lines
~PLs! for each region~Fig. 3~c!!. Finally, for a given mold base
we construct mold pieces for each mold piece region accordin
its PD and PLs~Fig. 3~d!!. Corresponding to the three phases, t
remainder of this paper has been organized in the following m
ner. In Section 4, we discuss suitable basic elements for Prob
Transactions of the ASME
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MCD and how to generate them from a partP ~Phase 1!. In
Section 5, we analyze how to combine the generated basic
ments into mold piece regions~Phase 2!. The final phase, con
struction of mold pieces~Phase 3!, is discussed in@2#. The system
implementation and results are discussed in Section 6. Finally
give conclusions and future work in Section 7.

4 Basic Elements and Their Generation
For Problem MCD, conceptually if we try all different comb

nations of attribute R for a part represented by grap
G(N,A,R,E), we can always get the best mold design accord
to our requirements and criteria. However, it is quite obvious t
this problem is strongly NP-hard. To solve this problem, suita
basic elements for Problem MCD should be considered first
this section we present our basic elements based on analys
mold piece demoldability. Another requirement of Problem MC
face connectivity, will be considered in the combination proc
of basic elements, presented in Section 5.

4.1 Demoldability of Mold Pieces. In previous work
@4,15#, the demoldability of a faceF is governed by the notion o
complete visibility. That is, for every pointp on F, if the ray from
p to infinity in the directiond does not intersect the part,d is a
good parting direction for faceF. However, for multiple-piece
mold design or form pin design, the requirement is less strict. T
is, mold pieces can be translated in different orders and in m
than one direction in the disassembly process. For example, s
P in Fig. 4 has an empty Visibility Map. However, it can b
formed by two mold pieces, M1 and M2 . In the disassembly pro
cess, after removingM1 , M2 can be moved out in directionPD2 ,
and thenPD1 . ThereforePD2 is a feasible solution for faceF
even if F does not have complete visibility in directionPD2 .
Therefore instead of complete visibility, we will use position
relations of part faces to determine the demoldability of m
pieces. In this paper, we assume thata mold piece is demoldable i
it can be translated away from the related mold piece region a

Fig. 4 Mold pieces for a pocket with empty V-map
urnal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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its neighboring faces. Although the assumption will bring in the
problem that further interference with other faces may hap
after the mold piece is translated for some distance, a simula
module can handle the problem properly by face sweeping
interference testing.

For a mold pieceMi and its related mold piece regionRi , three
lemmas are given as follows for the demoldability ofMi . The
lemmas consider the faces ofRi , a neighboring face ofRi , and a
neighboring mold pieceM j , respectively.
Lemma 1.Mold pieceMi can be removed from the faces ofRi by
a translation in directionPD if and only if PD makes an angle of
at most 90° with the outward normals of all faces FRi .
Therefore, leth(f) 5(hx ,hy ,hz) be the outward normal of a fac
f, andPD5(dx ,dy ,dz). Each face ofRi will induce a constraint:

hxdx1hydy1hzdz>0. (1)

SupposeFi andF j are faces of regionsRi andRj respectively. If
Fi andF j share an edgePEi , F j is called aneighboring faceof
Ri , andPEi is called aneighboring edgeof Ri . SupposePEi is
related to two vectorsCEi and CEj ~Coedges in theBoundary
Representation!. The vectors have reverse directions that defi
the interior side of facesFi andF j .
Lemma 2. Mold piece Mi can be removed from a neighborin
faceF j by a translation in directionPD without interference if and
only if ~1! PEi is a convex edge or~2! PEi is a concave edge an
PD"h(F j )>0.
Lemma 3. Two neighboring mold piecesMi and M j can be re-
moved by translations in directionsPDi and PDj individually
without interference with each other at edgePEi if and only if
CEi"(PDi3PDj)>0, or CEj"(PDj3PDi)>0.
From the lemmas, it is obvious that the demoldability ofMi de-
pends on the convex and concave properties ofRi and their neigh-
boring faces. Further considering the properties of combin
faces intoRi , we have two additional lemmas.
Lemma 4. Suppose all the edges of a faceFi are convex. FaceFi
can be added to any neighboring regionRj without increasing the
mold piece number or changing the demoldability of mold piec
if a parting directionPD exists which makes an angle of at lea
90° with the outward normals of all the faces of the region a
Fi .
Lemma 5. Suppose all bounding edgesE1 ,E2 , . . . ,Ek neighbor-
ing regionsR1 andR2 are convex. These regions can be combin
into one region without increasing the mold piece number
changing the demoldability of mold pieces, if a parting directi
PD exists which makes an angle of at least 90° with the outw
normals of all the facesF1 ,F2 , . . . ,Fn .
The proofs of the above lemmas are given in@21#. Based on the
lemmas, two observations are given:
Observation 1. After combining faces into regions, two face
with a concave neighboring edge are more likely to be in the sa
region than those with a convex edge.
Observation 2. A face with only convex edges is more easi
JUNE 2002, Vol. 2 Õ 89
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Fig. 5 Basic element comparison example
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combined than a face with concave edges.
Based on the above analysis, the basic elements we propose
for Problem MCD are concave region and convex face, which
defined as:
Definition 2. A Concave Region, CVR(r ), is a subgraph of
G(N,A,R,E) given in Problem MCD, such that:~1! for every
nodeNi that belongs to the subgraph, related attributer i5r ; ~2!
for each arcAi j related toNi and Nj , if attribute r i5r j5r , the
edge associated with the arc is concave;~3! for each arcAi j re-
lated toNi andNj , if attribute r i5r and r jÞr , the edge associ
ated with the arc is convex.
Definition 3. A faceF is aconvex faceif all edges ofF are convex
edges.
A related definition, combined region, is also given as follows
Definition 4. A Combined Region, CR(r ), is a subgraph of
G(N,A,R,E) given in Problem MCD, such that:~1! for every
nodeNi that belongs to the subgraph, related attributer i5r ; ~2!
for each arcAi j related toNi and Nj , if attribute r i5r and r j
Þr , the edge associated with the arc is a convex edge.
Therefore, a combined region can be a concave region, or a re
with several convex faces, or a combination of some conc
regions and convex faces.

4.2 Analysis of Basic Elements. Comparing the basic ele
ments of our approach with those of others, we list the similari
and differences below.
~1! Comparison with Pockets
‘‘Pockets’’ @4# and ‘‘concave regions’’@5#, are actually combined
regions as defined in this paper. However by adding the conce
concave region, our approach is able to handle more general
ations. From Definitions 3 and 4, it is clear that a concave reg
is different from a combined region in its internal edges. As
example, pocketR in Fig. 5~a! is a combined region since it ha
seven convex internal edges~marked in blue!. By splitting R
along the convex internal edges,R can be decomposed into fiv
concave regionsR1;R5 . Therefore mold design for the part ca
be generated by consideringR1;R5 instead ofR, which has an
empty Visibility Map. Since a combined region may consist
several concave regions, we believea concave region is a more
basic element than a combined region.
~2! Comparison with features
Dividing part faces into concave regions and convex faces is m
general than classifying faces into features and undercuts~see
Section 2.1.1!. Based on their edge characteristics, features
undercuts can be divided further into three-edge, four-edge
more than four-edge. However,all these features are actually spe
cial cases of concave region. So if we just consider the relation o
parting direction and faces in Problem MCD, concave region
convex face are much more general.
~3! Comparison with faces
Faces are one of the most basic elements of a 3D CAD mo
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Although much flexibility can be obtained by using faces as ba
elements, the number of part faces is much greater than tha
regions, pockets, or features. For example, the pocketR shown in
Fig. 5~a! has 10 faces. In comparison, the numbers of pocket
concave regions are 1 and 5, respectively.
In the next section, we present our approach to generate con
regions and convex faces from a given part.

4.3 Generating Approach of Basic Elements. Since a
combined region can be decomposed into concave regions
convex faces, we use an approach with three steps to genera
basic elements of a partP.
~1! Classify all edges ofP into concave and convex;
It is straightforward to determine if the dihedral angle of tw
neighboring faces is less than 180°.
~2! Generation of combined regions and convex faces;
This step is similar to the algorithmFIND–CVR for the genera-
tion of concave regions given in@4#. Basically for any two neigh-
boring facesFi andF j , if the edge between them is concave, th
should belong to the same region. Alternatively, the appro
given in @4# could be used to construct a convex hullCH(P) first,
then generate pockets by the regularized difference betw
CH(P) andP.
~3! Generation of concave regions and convex faces for com
bined regions.
The essential step to generate concave regions is to split the
bined region based on convex internal edges. The algori
Split–Region~SR! uses a face defined by convex internal edg
~i.e., convex edges internal to a combined region! to split a given
region. For each newly generated region, the function is exec
recursively.
Algorithm: Split–Region
Input: A combined regionCR.
Output: A set of concave regionsSCVR.

1. Test the parting direction~PD! of CR: if PD is not ~0, 0, 0!,
addCR to SCVR and return.

2. Find all convex internal edges ofCR.
3. If no convex internal edges exist, then addCR to SCVR, and

return.
4. Find a faceFsplit which has convex internal edges, and co

struct a split surfacef split from Fsplit .
5. Split each faceFi of CR into Fi

1 andFi
2 by f split .

6. Generate a regionCR1 by adding all facesFi
1 .

7. Generate a regionCR2 by adding all facesFi
2 .

8. Add connecting faces inCR1 and CR2 to new regions
CRi .

9. Call Split–Regionfor eachCRi .

Usually a combined region needs to be split only when it does
have a feasible parting direction, as shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 12~c!.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 Different splitting faces and orders
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Since the main criterion in region combining~Section 5! is to test
if a parting direction exists for two regions, we can use the part
direction of a region to judge if further splitting is necessary. T
test in Step~1! subjects only the combined regions with no fe
sible parting direction to steps~2!–~9!.

For a part withn faces, the algorithm can generate conca
regions in O(n2) time. In the algorithm, face splitting in Step~5!
is studied in@22#. Except for Step~4!, the steps are straightfor
ward. In Step~4!, several faces may be candidate splitting fac
By using different splitting faces and different splitting orde
different regions will result, as will different mold designs. F
example, for combined regionR shown in Fig. 6~a! there are four
convex internal edges. Consequently, any of faces~F1 , F2 , F3 ,
or F4) can be selected as the splitting face, resulting in 24~4!!
different combinations. The splitting results ofF for some of the
selections are shown in Fig. 6~b!. Since the generated concav
regions are different, the mold pieces generated for the part
be different. A straightforward way to get a unique dividing res
is to use all the faces that have one or more convex internal e
to split the faces of all regions~including the newly generated
faces!. So faceF in Fig. 6~a! will be divided into 9 small faces as
shown in Fig. 6~b! ~Divide all!. However, by algorithm analysis
the complete splitting requiresQ(n"bc"n) time, wheren is the face
number of partP, andb, c are some constants. For largen, the
algorithm for complete splitting is obviously not acceptab
Therefore a good approach to select the splitting faces and
orders is necessary. The heuristic we use is:find a face composing
the largest number of convex internal edges to construct fsplit .
Comparing our results to the results of complete splitting, we m
miss some face combinations in the latter process.

In the next section, we discuss how to combine the basic
ments into mold piece regions.

5 Combination of Basic Elements
After basic elements are generated, solving Problem MCD

comes a process to find a good combination of concave reg
nd Information Science in Engineering
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and convex faces. In this section, we first discuss our evalua
approach for region combination. Then the combining process
algorithm are presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.

5.1 Evaluation of Parting Direction. The three criteria
considered in Problem MCD areface connectivity, a feasible part
ing direction, andminimum number of mold pieces. In the com-
bining process, face connectivity can be determined quickly
easily based on boundary representation data structures of
@20#. The number of mold pieces can be determined based
recording the current region number. However, much more ef
is needed to evaluate feasible parting directions quickly. The
fore, we focus on how to evaluate a feasible parting direction
the faces of a region.

Suppose a regionR is composed of planar facesFi (1< i
<n), with outward normalsh(Fi)5(h ix ,h iy ,h iz). If direction
PD5(dx ,dy ,dz) is a feasible parting direction ofR, from Lemma
1 we know:

h1xdx1h1ydy1h1zdz>0

h2xdx1h2ydy1h2zdz>0

¯

hnxdx1hnydy1hnzdz>0

For the above problem, Woo@23# defined ‘‘Visibility Map ~V-
map!’’ to calculate the feasible directions that satisfy the abo
constraints. For a planar surfaceF, its V-map is a hemisphere
centered on the unit outward normal. By calculating the inters
tions of all V-maps of region faces, allowable draw ranges oR
can be computed. Several approaches and algorithms base
spherical polygons have been presented for different applicat
@23–26#. An example to illustrate the above process is shown
Fig. 7~a! which is presented in@9#. Based on the recognized un
dercut features, a cell (f m) is calculated based on the intersectio
of their V-maps. Finally the central point of the cellf m is selected
as the optimal parting direction of the part.
Fig. 7 Two examples of V-map.
JUNE 2002, Vol. 2 Õ 91
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The V-map and the calculation approaches based on sphe
surfaces are widely referenced and used in most mold design
pers. However, the algorithms and related data structures
rather complicated, and take considerable computational time
a simple example, a case given in@27#, which is shown in Fig.
7~b! would take 77 minutes on a Sun Ultra10 workstation.
In order to explore the combinations of basic elements better
need an approach that can evaluate the parting directions
region more quickly and robustly. For Problem MCD, we ma
two simplifications for determining a feasible parting directio
which are:
~1! Calculate a feasible direction instead of the whole feasible
range.
For Problem MCD, we calculate the parting directions of regio
for two reasons:

~i! to determine if a removable mold piece exists for a region
be combined. Since the main concern here is whether a pa
direction exists for two regions or a region and a face, the ac
draw-ranges are not important.

~ii ! to find good parting directions to construct mold piece
Even if the feasible draw ranges for each region are generate
parting directionPD still needs to be selected based on so
criteria in constructing a mold piece.

Therefore only onePD, instead of the whole range, needs to
calculated in combining two regions or a region and a face. A
if the criteria used in selectingPD from the feasible range ar
followed in the calculation of a direction, the samePD should be
found for each mold piece after the region combination proc
Thereforethe evaluation ofPD in the combining process can b
formulated as an optimization problem. Since only one direction
is calculated, it is evident that the optimization approach is m
faster than the use of spherical algorithms.

The ease of ejection is usually used as the criterion to choo
parting direction from a feasible range@4,9#. For a faceF in a
mold piece, its ease of ejection can be determined by the d
angle and the area in shear contact with the related part
during the mold-opening operation. In this paper we also use
a criterion to calculatePD. SupposeAi is the area of a faceFi .
The face normal,hi , forms an anglea with a directionPD. In this
paper we use the valueAi "dpi5Ai "(hi"PD) to evaluate the ease o
ejection forFi in PD. If we take h and PD as unit vectors (uh
u51,uPDu51), dpi5cos(a) and Ai "dpi is actually the projected
area of the face inPD. Therefore, we can determine if a feasib
parting direction exists for regionR by solving an optimization
problem forPD(dx ,dy ,dz):

Maximize: f ~dx ,dy ,dz!5(
i 51

n

Ai•dpi

Subject to: dpi5hxidx1hyidy1hzidz>0

for each faceFi ~plane constraints!.

dx
21dy

21dz
251 ~sphere constraint!

~2! Use a set of planar surfaces to approximate the unit sphere
To solve the optimization problem more quickly, we further sim
plify the problem by approximating the unit sphere with a set
linear faces. By setting an appropriate surface tolerance~chord
height!, a sphere can be approximated by triangles~we used 144
triangles!. These triangles can be pre-generated and used for
regions. Suppose the equations of a triangleSi are sxix1syiy
1sziz2si50, and face normal (sxi ,syi ,szi) is toward the inside.
We can formulate a linear problem for evaluating a feasible p
ing direction.
Problem PDLP: Parting Direction Linear Problem.

Maximize: f ~dx ,dy ,dz!5(
i 51

n

Ai•dpi
92 Õ Vol. 2, JUNE 2002
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Subject to: dpi5hxidx1hyidy1hzidz>0

for each faceFi ~plane constraints!.

sx jdx1syidy1sz jdz>sj for each faceSj~sphere constraints!.

After solving Problem PDLP, we know:~i! if a solution PD
(dx ,dy ,dz) makes f (dx ,dy ,dz).0, PD is a feasible parting di-
rection; ~ii ! if the solution dx5dy5dz50, check unit vectors
PD15h13h2 and PD25h23h1 by plane constraints, whereh1
andh2 are the normals of two region faces. If the constraints
satisfied,PD1 or PD2 is also the solution of Problem PDLP;~iii !
otherwise, there is no feasible parting direction.

Problem PDLP is a linear optimization problem. It is well stu
ied in operations research@28#. For a linear programming problem
in 3 dimensions, several algorithms can solve it on O~n! time ~n is
the number of constraints! and linear storage@22,29#. Therefore,
the running time to solve Problem PDLP is satisfactory even fo
region with a large number of faces. A test example was use
verify this, consisting of a cylindrical boss on top of a planar fa
By setting different surface deviations, the cylindrical surface
the boss can be approximated by different numbers of faces.
face number and corresponding running time for solving Prob
PDLP are listed below. The testing time was based on the LIN
system~www.lindo.com! on a PC with a 700 MHz processor. Th
results obtained for the three cases are all~0.0, 0.0, 1.0!.

~a! Surface deviation20.0029; Region face number: 34
Time50.16 second.

~b! Surface deviation20.00019; Region face number: 143
Time50.17 second.

~c! Surface deviation20.000019; Region face number: 224
Time50.20 second.
By formulating the evaluation of parting direction as a linear p
gram, the solution process becomes much faster. Therefore we
explore more combinations of regions and faces in less time.
lated to Problem PDLP, two discussions are given as follows.
Discussion 1: Quadric and Parametric Surfaces.
Although the algorithms in this paper are limited to planar s
faces, quadric and parametric surfaces can also be handle
approximating them with a series of planar surfaces. This is d
onstrated in Section 6.
Discussion 2: Verification of Minimal Draft Angle.
For a part to be fabricated by the injection molding process,
surfaces that are parallel to the parting direction must be drafte
least an angleg in order to ease the ejection of the part and redu
the possibility of damaging the part and molds@3#. For a complex
model, the designer may lose track of which surfaces are dra
and which are not. Consequently a tool to automatically de
those non-drafted and under-drafted surfaces is necessary.

Suppose the minimum draft angle for a part isgmin . If the
parting direction is given, the only task is to find faces with ou
ward normals forming an angle between 90°2gmin and 90°
1gmin with the parting direction@30#. However, the draft angle o
a face depends entirely on the parting direction of the face. Th
fore the verification of draft angle is actually an integrated pro
lem that should be considered in the mold configuration des
process.

In our approach, we can replace 0 in the plane constraint
problem PDLP with a variabled f5sin(gmin). Therefore we can
use the constraintsdpi5hxidx1hyidy1hzidz>d f to find all con-
cave regions with non-drafted or under-drafted faces. Also if
follow the same criteria in the region combination process, we
be sure that all mold piece regions have only well-drafted face
their parting directions. However the assignment of minimu
draft angle gmin may influence the resulting number of mo
pieces.

5.2 Region Combination Process. After the basic elements
of concave regions and convex faces are generated, we ne
find a combination that satisfies the requirements of Prob
MCD. In this paper, we assume all the concave regions of a
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 8 Edges and faces of a region in a CXF combining step
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have a feasible parting direction. Also the faces of a conc
region will not be divided into different regions in the combinin
process. Two observations we make about the combining pro
are:

Observation 3.To get the minimum number of mold pieces, di
ferent regions and faces are to be combined into larger region
the extent possible.
Observation 4.To maintain the connectivity of a region, only th
region’s neighboring faces need to be evaluated.

Since a convex face is more flexible than a concave/comb
region, we can focus on concave/combined regions in the com
ing process. That is, we let regions grow individually by comb
ing neighboring convex faces and regions, and updating their p
ing directions and parting lines. This region-growing proce
continues until no further change happens. The resulting reg
are the mold piece regions ofP. Some definitions of edges an
faces are necessary.
Definition 5. For a concave/combined regionR that is generated
as a basic element, all its composing faces are called thecore
faces~COF! of the regionR, and all the edges of the core faces a
the edges ofR. An illustrative example is shown in Fig. 8~a!.
Definition 6. Neighboring faces~NF! of a regionR are the faces
that do not belong to the region but share at least an edge witR.
Before the combining process, the parting direction of a reg
can be calculated by solving Problem PDLP. The parting lines
the region are composed by the edges such that one of its coe
has an owner face that belongs toR, and another coedge has a
owner face that does not belong toR. The faces that do not belon
to R can be recorded as the neighboring faces of the region.

In the region-growing process, there are two possible case
„1… A Region Combined with a Convex Face~Fig. 8!.
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Suppose convex facesNF1 , . . . ,NFk are the neighboring faces o
CR. To determine ifCR can combine withNF1 , the unit normal
(hxNF1 ,hyNF1 ,hzNF1) of NF1 is added as a plane constrain
dpi 115hxNF1dx1hyNF1dy1hzNF1dz>0 to the formulation of
Problem PDLP forCR.
We can simplify the solution approach according to the proper
of linear programming. For a linear problem with three variabl
each linear constraint is actually a half plane in 3D space. So
feasible region is a polyhedron obtained by the intersection of
the half planes. According to@28#, one of the corner points of the
feasible region is always an optimal solution. SupposePD
(dx ,dy ,dz) is the solution of Problem PDLP withi half plane
constraintsh1 , . . . ,hi . If a half planehi 11 is added as a new
constraint, we know from@22# that:

1. If PD satisfies the constrainthi 11 , the new optimal solution
PD85PD.

2. If PD does not satisfy constrainthi 11 , PD8 must be one of
the intersection points ofhi 11 with h1;hi , or the linear
problem is infeasible.

For the latter case, an algorithm running in linear time is a
given to find the new optimal solution. So the approach also r
in O(n) time, but it should have a smaller coefficient ofn com-
pared to the approach of solving the problem again.

If PD8 exists for a region and its neighboring faceNFi , they
can be combined into one region.
Definition 7. The neighboring convex faces that are combin
into a regionR are called theConvex Faces~CXF! of R.

Accordingly, the faces of a region are composed of core fa
and convex faces. One difference is that a core face will alw
Fig. 9 Edges and faces of two regions in a combining step
JUNE 2002, Vol. 2 Õ 93
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belong to the region, and a convex face may leave the regio
join another region as shown later. As shown in Figure 8.b,
region’s parting lines and neighboring faces change after the
vex faces are combined.
„2… A Region Combined with Another Region~Fig. 9!.
Suppose a neighboring face (NF3) of CR1 is also a convex face
(CXF1) of another regionCR2 ~Fig. 9~a!!. SoCR1 andCR2 are
two neighboring regions that are candidates for combining int
larger region. Since the convex faces ofCR1 andCR2 are more
easily switched between regions than their core faces, con
faces are not considered in the test for region combining. Tha
only COFs ofCR1 and CR2 , and the convex faces to conne
COFs, are formulated as planar constraints in Problem PDLP
the linear problem has a solution, two regions are combined
one regionCR18 ~refer to Fig. 9~b!!. And the core faces ofCR18 are
the faces considered in the planar constraints of Problem PD
All the convex faces ofCR1 and CR2 are then tested as neigh
boring faces to determine if they can be combined intoCR18 .

To get convex faces to connect COFs of two regions, the or
nal face of a convex face also needs to be recorded in the c
bining process. That is, if a neighboring faceF1 shares an edge
with a region faceF2 , we should record origin (F1)5F2 besides
recordingF1 as the convex face ofCR. So as shown in Fig. 9~a!,
if NF3 of CR1 andCXF1 of CR2 are the same face, the origina
face ofNF3 in CR1 is added to planar constraints ofCR1 . We can
recursively do the same thing for the face origin (NF3) until its
original face is a core face. Similarly, the original faces ofCXF1

can be added toCR2 . The resulting core faces ofCR18 are shown
in Fig. 9~b!.

Based on the combining process presented in this section
algorithm for the region combining process is presented in
next section.

5.3 Combination Algorithm and Design Knowledge
Based on the data structures given in the last section, our re
combination algorithm is listed below as Algorithm
Combine–Region ~NF and PE are sets ofNF and PE respec-
tively!:
Algorithm: Combine–Region
Input: A set of combined regionsSCVR and convex faces ofP.
Output: A set of combined regionsSCVR and convex faces ofP.

~1! change←FALSE.
~2! for a regionCRi in SCVR,
~3! for eachNFk in NF,
~4! rn←region–num(NFk);
~5! if rn50, then iNFk is not in any region
~6! if combinable–convex–face(CRi ,NFk)5TRUE,

then
~7! combineNFk with CRi , updatePE and NF of

CRi , change←TRUE.
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~8! else iNFk belongs to regionCRrn
~9! if combinable–region(CRi ,CRrn)5TRUE, then
~10! combine CRrn with CRi , updatePE and NF of

CRi , change←TRUE.
~11! if change5TRUE, then Go to Step~1!.
~12! else return.

Based on our algorithm analysis, the computation time of
algorithm isO(n2), wheren is the face number ofP. A heuristic
to reduce the running time is that if the tests in Steps~6! or ~9! are
negative in an iteration, they need not be repeated in later it
tions. Face and region number arrays are added to each regi
record neighboring convex faces and regions that are not com
able, respectively, and check these arrays first before sol
Problem PDLP.

Steps~6! and~9! need to be discussed further. Conceptually,
using different combination orders and different rules in functio
combinable–convex–faceandcombinable–region, different mold
designs can be obtained. An illustrative example is shown in F
10~a!. Suppose a cavity (R1) and an extrusion (R2) are created in
facesF1 andF2 respectively. FacesF3;F6 are perpendicular to
F1 and F2 . No draft angle is considered. Sixteen combinati
results can be obtained for the part by trying different combi
tions of convex faces (F3;F6) and regions~R1 and R2). For
example, R11F11F21F31F41F51F6 versus R2 ; and R1
1F1 versusR21F31F41F51F6 . Since the related mold de
signs have the same number of mold pieces and each mold p
can be disassembled properly, they all satisfy the requirem
given in Problem MCD. Therefore they are equally good desig
from the geometric perspective.

Instead of generating and recording all the alternatives,
consider more design knowledge in function
combinable–convex–face and combinable–region. The heuristic
rules we consider are listed as follows with some explanation
„1… CoreÕCavity property of a region.
A region R can be classified as an internal or external reg
according to its parting lines. That is, if a loop of the parting lin
is an internal loop of a neighboring face,R is an internal region;
otherwise, it is an external region. For example, the parting li
of R1 in Fig. 10~a! form an internal loop ofF1 . So R1 is an
internal region, whileR2 is an external region.

Generally internal regions are related to core mold pieces,
external regions are related to cavity mold pieces. To facilitate
ejection of a part from a core mold piece, convex faces w
vertical normals toPD usually go with the cavity side instead o
core side in the mold design. So the resulting mold design for
part given in Fig. 10~a! is R1 , F1 in core side, andR2 , F2;F6 in
cavity side.
„2… Main parting direction of a region.
For a part with many regionsRi , we may get several parting
directionsPDi . Among them, a pair of opposite directions is th
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 11 Results of four tested parts
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main parting direction~MPD! of the mold design. Our approac
to determine MPD is to find a pair of directions with the max
mum region volumes among allPDi . That is, we find parting
directionsPDk which are in the same or opposite directions. F
eachPDk , a volume of the related region is calculated from
bounding box. The sum of all region volumes is assigned to
direction, andMPD is the direction with maximum volume. In
general, it is preferred to combine a vertical face with a region
MPD than a region in a side direction.
„3… Combining order of a region.
The order of regions inSCVR affects the combination result, a
does the order of neighboring faces inNF for a region. For ex-
ample, the part shown in Fig. 5~b! has five regions,R1;R5 . De-
pending on the order ofR3 , R5 related toR1 , R2 andR4 , we may
get a combination result withR1 , R2 , R3 , andR5 as one mold
piece region, andR4 as the second region. We may also ge
result withR3 , R4 , andR5 as a mold piece region, andR1 , R2 as
another region.

Therefore, before the combination process, we can reorde
of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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regions inSCVR according to some heuristic rules. For examp
regions can be ordered by their volumes. Hence, regions w
larger volumes can be combined with neighboring faces and
gions first. As another example, regions ofSCVR can be classified
into two setsSCVR1 andSCVR2 according to some criterion, suc
as whether their PD is MPD. Then we can let regions inSCVR1
combine with neighboring faces and regions first.
„4… More design knowledge.
By considering more mold design knowledge, we can get m
designs that are more compatible with mold design practice.
region-based approach is very flexible in enabling the addition
new design knowledge. To consider more design knowledge,
lated heuristic rules can be formulated and added to
combinable–convex–faceandcombinable–region functions in al-
gorithm Combine–Regionto generate different mold designs.

As shown in Fig. 10~b! a simple rib part is given as an illustra
tive example. Suppose mold pieces for the rib part are to be
ricated bySLA machines. Further assume surface finish requ
JUNE 2002, Vol. 2 Õ 95
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ments of 2mm are specified for the two opposite facesF1 andF2 .
According to our knowledge of theSLA process, such high sur
face finish can be achieved only by building the mold pieces s
thatF1 andF2 are all top surfaces@31#. Therefore we need to ad
a constraint thatF1 and F2 cannot be combined into the sam
region in order to build them as the top surfaces. Consequently
can get a better design which satisfies the fabrication requ
ments, although this may lead to a three-piece design instead
two-piece design.

Based on the generated regions, our approach to construct
pieces is presented in@2#.

6 System Implementation and Results
We implemented the proposed algorithms in an experime

system~Rapid Tooling Mold Design System! by using Microsoft
Visual C116.0 and ACIS6.2. ACIS is a 3D geometric model
provided by Spatial Technology Inc. The linear programmi
solver we used for Problem PDLP is Lingo5.0 provided by Lin
Systems Inc. We have used our implementation to design mold
fabricate prototype parts of different complexities. Four test pa
whose molds were generated by our system automatically
shown in Fig. 11. For each part, we display the graphical result
key steps. Different colors are used to represent regions and
vex faces. We also list part information, region information, a
execution time of each part in Table 1. All the test results
based on a PC with a 700 MHz Pentium III processor.

The speed of our system is satisfactory. The running time
the tested industrial parts is less than 40 seconds in gener
mold piece regions. In case~c!, since combined regionR has no
feasible parting direction, it is divided into eight concave regio
by using AlgorithmSplit–Region. FacesF1 andF2 are chosen as
the splitting surfaces because they have the largest numbe
convex internal edges~Section 4.3!. In case~d!, an additional step
was added in the CAD file preparation process. That is, we u
faceA in Fig. 11~d! to split all the faces of the camera roller pa
This is because the circular end faces of the flanges will no
split into two in the region generation and combination proce
After splitting them~seeF1 andF2), all faces in the part can be
assigned successfully to regions. Recall that both the split re
and region combination algorithms run in timeO(n2).

7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented a systematic approach based o

gions for automated design of multi-piece molds. Face connec
ity and demoldability of mold pieces are two main concerns
multi-piece mold design. For the mold design problem, we beli
a three-phase solution process is suitable, which is shown in F
3 and 11. For a given part, the convex and concave propertie
its faces are the main factors in controlling demoldability of mo
pieces, and therefore its mold design. Correspondingly, conc
regions and convex faces are suitable basic elements for m
design. Algorithms were presented for generating regions and
combining them into mold pieces. The problem of finding a s
isfactory parting direction of a region was formulated as a lin
programming problem.

Several problems in mold design have exponential complex
Heuristics based on mold design practice were introduced to y

Table 1 Running Information of Test Parts.

Part

Part Information Region Number Running Time~sec.!

Face
No.

Concave
face No.

Region
Generated

After
Combining

Region
Generation

Region
Combining

~a! 18 12 3 2 0.50 0.50
~b! 330 207 28 2 2.46 7.19
~c! 606 489 38 2 8.17 10.53
~d! 544 336 32 3 3.05 35.68
96 Õ Vol. 2, JUNE 2002
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polynomial-time algorithms and enable the design of use
molds. The algorithm for splitting regions is one example. A
though complete splitting can generate a unique result of conc
regions and convex faces, the running time of the approach is
feasible. So some heuristics are needed to select splitting su
and splitting criterion in region splitting. By generating small r
gions, the efficiency to explore face combinations is improv
The region combination algorithm also utilized heuristics, as d
cussed extensively in Section 5.3. The heuristics used were
lected primarily for their utility in designing molds that were to b
fabricated using stereolithography. Most likely, the heurist
should be modified for other methods of fabricating molds.

As a criterion to find feasible combinations of regions a
faces, the parting direction of a region needs to be calculated.
process of calculating a V-Map and making selection from it c
be simplified into a linear program. We demonstrate that solvin
linear program provides a satisfactory solution much more quic
and easily than other methods in the literature. Additionally,
tection of non-drafted surfaces is an important step in mold
sign. Since draft type is tightly related to a parting direction a
parting lines, the detection should be executed in the determ
tion process of parting direction.

The results shown in Section 6 validate the efficacy and rob
ness of our approaches. Parts b,c,d in Fig. 11, as well as ot
were molded in stereolithography-produced molds that were
signed by our system. We have not found any examples wh
mold designs produced by our system were infeasible.

The heuristics used in our methods have worked well in m
parts studied. However, for some complex parts, such as the
in Fig. 12, we observed that some combinations of regions
faces are never explored due to the local effect of heuristics. Th
combinations of regions and faces may result in a better m
design from a global perspective. Currently we are explor
methods~e.g. building a region-combining tree! to generate and
record all feasible mold design candidates, and then select
from them.
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